This unique system allows you to set up your
containment area in just minutes! Contractors,
remodelors, painters, window installers, masons,
builders and abatement crews use the dust
containment kit for projects requiring temporary
isolation of dusty construction environments. For
best results, position poles every 8’ to 10’. If there
is a lot of air movement, place close together.

Installs in seconds with a pressure
sensitive adhesive backing. Use a single
zipper to form a flap or two zippers to
create a wider opening. Can be operated
from either side. Uses: Create an instant
access to tarps or plastic enclosures.
Reseals rooms to control dust and
reduce heat loss. Perfect for all types of
construction. For interior or exterior use.

0265085
Insulation &
Accessories

Four 12’ Dust Shield Pro Adjustable Poles,
Two 1.5” x 7’ ZIP n CLOSE® Red Zippers,
Heavy Duty Canvas Bag.

STEP n PEEL™ Dirt Grabber

Clear on white frame with sturdy,
re-usable platform constructed of
rigid polystyrene, and a nonskid
backing that holds it securely to
floor surfaces. 25.5” x 31.5”

Safety &
Protection

Polyethylene film mat with tacky surface to remove dust and dirt from
footwear. Protect flooring and prevent the spread of dust and dirt while
building or remodeling. Contains 30 sheets, tabbed for
easy removal.

0265078

Blue 18” x 36”, 4/cs.

0265078

up to 12’ (2 pack).

• High Velocity Motor for Maximum
Air Stream
• Three Powerful Speeds
• Two 120 Volt Grounded Outlets
• Rugged, Easy-to-Carry Handle
• Ten-Foot Cord with Grounded Plug
• Fully Assembled for Immediate Use

Smoke Puffer

Venting &
Plumbing

Pivoting Utility Blower
for Ventilation

0265075

Leak Locator & Air Current Detection
Once activated, the Air Current Tester
will produce small or large puffs with
excellent control. Long streams can be
produced to check for air movement
over wide areas or smaller puffs for
smaller areas. Hairline cracks can be
identified easily.

Diagnostic
Tools

0345100 Dust Containment Kit
0345103 Adjustable Poles Extending

Appliances

0265075

Good for over 2000
puffs of smoke.

Lead Check Swabs

Smoke Pen

EPA Recognized

This new Smoke-Pen from Regin is truly an innovation for anyone that
needs just the right amount of test smoke. Works like a mechanical
pencil. A patented smoke-emitting wick is inserted into the convenient
to use pen. The re-usable Smoke-Pen is shipped in blister pack with
six replacement wicks, providing 3 hours of continuous smoke or 360
individual 30 second tests. The smoke and the wick are non-toxic,
no shipping regulations. Ideal for air balancing, verifying
ventilation, testing smoke alarms, test for negative
or positive air pressure.

Convenient, ready to use,
disposable, orderless,
and non-staining, will
work on any surface,
instantly turns bright pink
when lead is present. No
hidden steps or lengthy
procedures. Confirmation
card to verify test results.

0380443 Sold in boxes of 96
Specifications subject to change without notice

Putty/Foam
Tapes

0380442

Windows &
Doors

0420600

Siding

11.5” L x 9.25” W x 11.25” H
10.9 Lbs Shipping Weigh

0380440 Smoke Pen
0380441 Refills
Colors are only approximations. See your sales rep for actual samples.
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